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FROM THE CHAIR
Alena Kubatova, Ph.D.

Dear Friends & Alumni,
Not long ago, I would start my writing by
sharing how successful this year was. Yet,
when looking back, it feels like a year of big
losses and grief. Many of us lost those near
and dear to us. Among those, we will miss
Assistant Professor Dr. Tao Yu, Professor
Emeritus Dr. Kathryn Thomasson, and
Professor Emeritus Dr. Neil Woolsey. We
keep them in our hearts and remember their
kindness and accomplishments. While sad, it
was amazing to see community and friends

join forces to help them and their families
arrange for travel and essential and create new
Endowments. Thank you all!!
Going back to accomplishments, while these
cannot compensate for personal losses, our
faculty brought as P.I.s and Co-PIs significant
funding in a number of grants, including a major
equipment grant for NMR, several research
grants, as well as an NSF award focusing today
essential inclusivity. Besides grant awards, we
have worked with the help of our college and
facilities on updates of our students’ study room,
main office room welcome area, classrooms,
and getting our main instrumentation on effective
backup power. Last but not least, faculty pursued
extensive course developments that were very
challenging in hybrid mode setup and new selfpaced enroll any time coursework of general
chemistry courses now available to people who
may not have otherwise access to pursue study
in person. We would not have been able to
accomplish all this without the work and support
of our Friends, Alumni, Faculty and Students.
With appreciation to all,

Dr. Kubatova with her sons Kevin, Tobias and Daniel, and the
family dog Luna.

Alena Kubatova

W E L C O ME

NEW FACULTY

Dr. Binglin Sui is joining the Department as an Assistant Professor
with expertise in Organic & Biological Chemistry, focusing on the
development of bioimaging-oriented diagnostic techniques and
smart therapeutic nanosystems.
Dr. Sui has completed his M.S. in Organic Chemistry at Southwest
University, Chongqing, China, and Ph.D. at the University of Central
Florida, Orlando, FL. Then he has followed by several postdoctoral
experiences with the latest at the University of South Carolina. His
work resulted in over 20 peer-reviewed publications as well as a
patent.
This fall, he is establishing his research laboratory on the 4th floor of
Abbott Hall and teaching Chem 342, Organic Chemistry II.

Binglin Sui

We all wish Dr. Sui a successful career at UND.

RE T I R E D FACULTY

HONORS

After serving in the chemistry department for nearly 26 years, Dr. Lothar
Stahl retired in summer 2020. Originally from Germany, Dr. Stahl came
to the U.S. to get his Ph.D. in Chemistry degree at the University of Utah.
After a postdoc at Cornell University and a stint in the industry, he joined
UND Chemistry in 1994.
Dr. Stahl’s contributions to the research and teaching missions of the
Department are enormous. His research interest mostly lies in the main
group chemistry and X-ray crystallography, and he has authored and
co-authored ~70 publications. Dr. Stahl has taught a variety of classes,
including inorganic, organic, organometallic and general chemistry.
Outside of the classroom, he is best known for his love of running and
animals, particularly cats. He is currently enjoying life with his wife and
several cats in Oregon.
We wish Dr. Stahl a happy, healthy retirement!

Lothar Stahl

I N REMEMBR A N C E

KATHRYN THOMASSON
The beloved UND
Chemistry Professor
Emeritus, Dr. Kathryn
A. Thomasson, died on
Friday, December 25,
2020, at her home in
Grand Forks.
She was 61.
Kathryn was born
on November 20,
1959, in Virginia, to John and Joan (Hallbeck)
Thomasson. She received her Ph.D. degree in
Physical Chemistry at the University of Virginia
and was a postdoctoral researcher at Iowa State
University. She joined the UND faculty in August
1993 as an Assistant Professor, was promoted
to Associate Professor in 1999, and has been a
full Professor since July 2004; she retired May
15, 2020, and most recently became Professor
Emeritus in June 2020. Dr. Thomasson has
contributed significantly to all aspects of the UND
mission: teaching, research, and service.
Dr. Thomasson has taught physical chemistry
courses at the undergraduate upper division and
graduate levels and pre-nursing courses. Her
expertise in computational biophysical chemistry
made her eminently qualified for both tasks and
complemented the expertise of her colleagues
for the betterment of the Department.
Dr. Thomasson has been a productive scholar
with 70 peer-reviewed research papers. She
has been externally funded by the National
Institutes of Health, with her last major grant
ending in 2015. She has supervised the PhD
dissertations of 4 students, the M.S. theses

of 4 students, and the Senior Theses for 9
students. Dr. Thomasson has been presented at
52 conferences at the national or international
levels.
Complementary to her contributions in
teaching and research, Dr. Thomasson has
had a significant service impact both locally
and to her profession. She has served on
graduate committees of the many physical
chemistry graduate students in the Department
and was frequently asked to be a member
of graduate student’s committees in other
subdisciplines, which speaks to the quality of her
professionalism; she was also a frequent outside
committee member to graduate students in the
School of Medicine and Health Sciences. Dr.
Thomasson was Chemistry Department Director
of Graduate Studies from 2008 to 2018.
At the national level,
she is best known for
her varied roles in Iota
Sigma Pi, the National
Honor Society for Women
in Chemistry, with her
highest roles as (national)
Treasurer in 2011–14,
and as Director of Student
Awards from 2015
onward. Dr. Thomasson
has been a passionate supporter of women in
the sciences. Even a casual perusal of her vita
demonstrates she has served as a mentor and
co-author for many young women.
Kathryn enjoyed sewing, reading, practicing
meditation, and trying new recipes. Anyone who
knew Kathryn felt her kindness instantly.
She will be remembered and greatly missed by
all people who had a chance to meet her.

The Chemistry Department greatly appreciates the Dr. Kathryn Amber Thomasson Award of Excellence
Endowment, http://undalumni.org/thomasson, initiated by UND Chemistry Alumni from Cameroon. They donated
$10,000, and the Chemistry Department was able to add additional funds to make the required $25,000 to start
dispersing two scholarships per year already in 2022. The Department is also collecting photos of the quilts she
gave to students to create a collage in her memory.

I N REMEMBR A N C E

TAO YU

Dr. Tao Yu, 39, an
Assistant Professor
of Chemistry at the
University of North
Dakota, left this world
unexpectedly in Grand
Forks on June 13, 2021.
Tao was born on April
18, 1982, in Taiyuan of
Shan Xi province, China.
Tao came to the U.S. in 2007 after finishing
his undergraduate and graduate studies at
Fu Dan University in China. He obtained his
Ph.D. degree from the University of Minnesota
in 2012. Before joining UND in Fall 2019, he
was a postdoc at Northwestern University and
the University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign
and an Assistant Professor at Tennessee Tech
University.
Dr. Yu loved research and devoted himself to
his specialty in theoretical and computational
chemistry. He has published 30 research articles
in high-impact journals, such as Science, Nature
Materials, and JACS. He was a recipient of the
DOE Visiting Faculty Program (VFP) Fellowship
in 2018.
Tao had a tremendous passion for life and lived
each day to its fullest. He loved hanging out with
his friends and enjoyed traveling with them. He
was also a big fan of sports. Tao had a warm
personality. He was a loving and loyal son to his
parents. People around him remember him as
a kind-hearted and generous person who was
always willing to help others. He will be greatly
missed.
The Chemistry Department highly appreciates the
$10,000 gift made by Dr. Yu’s family. To contribute
to the Dr. Tao Yu Memorial Fund, please visit
UNDalumni.org/TaoYu.

IN R EM E M B R A N C E

NEIL WOOLSEY
Dr. Neil Franklin Woolsey,
Ph.D., UND Professor
Emeritus, died June 20,
2021, in Grand Forks, ND.
Neil was born in Tieton,
WA, on April 30, 1935.
Dr. Woolsey served in the
Chemistry Department at
UND for 31 years before
retiring in 1998.
Neil spent much of his youth in the scenic
Washington backcountry near Olympia,
Seattle, and Yakima. The family eventually
settled in Vancouver, WA. He graduated from
the University of Portland, OR, earning a B.S.
in Chemistry degree in 1957. He earned an
M.S. in Chemistry degree at the University of
Wisconsin in 1959. Neil continued his studies
at UW on an NSF Fellowship (1959-1961) as
he worked toward his Doctorate. His excellent
academic performance earned Neil many
accolades, including a rare Rhodes Scholarship
for Chemistry, placing him in the top 1% of the
world’s post-secondary chemistry students.
He was invited to attend Imperial College at
Oxford University in England (1961-1963),
where he worked with Professor DHR Barton,
Nobel Prize winner in Chemistry. In 1963, Neil
took a post-doctorate position at Iowa State
University in Ames. Neil was hired in 1965 as a
faculty by UND. Neil’s research centered around
diazoketone chemistry, photochemistry, and
polyaromatic arene metal complexes.
Neil married Marilyn Elaine Gill in Vancouver,
WA, in 1956. They had five children: Beth
(1958), Earl (1960), Spencer (1964-2017),
Nathan (1968), and Heather (1972).
Dr. Neil Woolsey will be remembered for his
professionalism, kindness, respect for colleagues
and students, contagious smile, and true love for
animals.

2020-2021

ABBOTT
CHEMISTRY
LECTURERS
Dr. Christopher Cummins | 2020
Dr. Christopher
“Kit” Colin
Cummins
graduated
from Cornell
University with
an A.B. degree in
1989 and a Ph.D.
degree in 1993
from MIT.
Right after graduation, he joined the chemistry
faculty at MIT as an Assistant Professor; in 1996,
he was promoted to the rank of Professor, and in
2015 he was named the Henry Dreyfus Professor
of Chemistry.
Research themes in the Cummins group showcase
exploratory synthesis and reactivity studies.
General areas of interest include transition-metal
coordination chemistry, organometallic chemistry,
small molecule activation, metal-ligand multiple
bonds, and group transfer reactions. Reactions of
relevance to phosphorus sustainability are under
development with the goal of minimizing waste and
energy consumption in the upgrading of phosphate
raw materials to value-added chemicals.
A number of awards have recognized the
research accomplishments of Kit’s group. He
is a corresponding member of the Akademie
der Wissenschaften zu Göttingen, an honorary
member of the Israel Chemical Society, and an
elected member of both the American Academy
of Arts and Sciences and the National Academy
of Sciences.

Dr. X. Chris Le | 2021
In March 2021, Dr. Le, the Distinguished Professor
of the University of Alberta, Canada, presented
two Abbott lectures.
Dr. Le obtained a
B.S. in Chemistry
degree from
Wuhan University.
He then received
two M.Sc.
degrees, the first
in environmental
chemistry from
the Chinese Academy of Sciences and the
second in analytical chemistry from Brock
University (Canada).
He graduated with his Ph.D. in analytical/
environmental chemistry from the University of
British Columbia (Canada) in 1993. Following
postdoctoral research in bioanalytical chemistry,
Dr. Le joined the Faculty of Medicine and
Dentistry, University of Alberta, as an Assistant
Professor in 1995. He was promoted to the rank
of Professor in 2003 and became Distinguished
University Professor in 2011.
Dr. Le’s group actively pursues research involving
bioanalytical chemistry and environmental
health sciences. He held an inaugural Canada
Research Chair in Bio-Analytical Technology
and Environmental Health (2000-2017). He was
awarded an E.W.R. Steacie Fellowship (20002001) from the Natural Sciences and Engineering
Research Council of Canada. He received from
the Canadian Society for Chemistry the McBryde
Medal (2002), the Maxxam Award in Analytical
Chemistry (2011), and the Environment Research
and Development Award (2011). He also received
the Martha Cook Piper Research Prize (2000), the
Award for Excellence in Mentoring (2009), and
the University Cup (2018) from the University of
Alberta. Dr. Le is elected Fellow of the Chemical
Institute of Canada (2001), Fellow of the Royal
Society of Chemistry (U.K.) (2016), and Fellow
of the Academy of Science, Royal Society of
Canada (2010).

2020 HOMECOMING

ALUMNI LECTURER
Dan Moser graduated from the UND with a Ph.D. in Inorganic Chemistry
in 2000. His research advisor was Dr. Lothar Stahl. Dan moved on to the
University of Wisconsin, a postdoctoral fellow under Professor Robert West,
studying silylene and germylene compounds. Upon leaving the UW, Dan
moved on to a teaching position at Southwestern Oklahoma State University.
He taught general and inorganic chemistry and led research in silylene and
germylene chemistry. After a two-year stay in Oklahoma, Dan moved to
Sigma Aldrich Corporation in their SAFC custom chemical division back in
his home state of Wisconsin.
As a scientist in the lab, he was responsible for small-scale research and the
development of processes to be scaled to high volume. After a two-year stay
in Oklahoma, Dan moved to Sigma Aldrich Corporation in their SAFC custom chemical division back in
his home state of Wisconsin. As a scientist in the lab, he was responsible for small-scale research and
the development of processes to be scaled to high volume. This development side piqued his curiosity
into high volume manufacturing of semiconductor-grade organometallics and metal organics. After
several years in the laboratory, Dan was promoted to lead the R&D team at Sheboygan, where he
expanded the team and provided precursors for advanced nodes in the semiconductor space. Sigma
Aldrich was purchased by Merck KGaA in Germany in 2015 and Dan continues to oversee synthesis,
purification, and precursor studies as a Sr. Manager in EMD Performance Materials.

2020 HOMECOMING

ALUMNI PANEL

In October 2020, our Department held the first-ever Homecoming Alumni Virtual Panel. We are grateful
to all former and current members of our Department who participated in this unique event. Five
recent chemistry alumni, Valeria Stepanova, Eric Nelson, Mathew Otang, Zijun Wang, and Anastasia
Andrianova, were the panelist and shared their career paths, experiences, and perspectives.

Valeria Stepanova, ‘11

Assistant Professor of Chemistry
University of Wisconsin La Crosse

Eric Nelson, ‘12

Technical Services Manager
Creedence Energy Services, LLC

Mathew Otang, ‘15

Registered Nurse in the ICU
Sioux Falls, South Dakota

Zijun Wang, ‘16

Molecular Scientist
Capacitor Sciences, Inc.

Anastasia Andrianova, ‘17
GC/MS Applications Scientist
Agilent Inc.

RESEARCH

CORNER
During recent years, the UND Chemistry
Department faculty, research fellows and
graduate and undergraduate students
published nearly 50 peer-reviewed papers
and presented over 70 presentations
annually. Our faculty provided over 100
directed learning experiences, submitted
30+ proposals resulting in 20 currently
funded projects. Some of them are
highlighted below.
NSF MRI GRANT TO ACQUIRE A NEW NMR
SPECTROMETER
The Bruker 500 MHz NMR spectrometer housed in
Abbott Hall 105 has been a critical instrument for our
Department in both research and teaching. Numerous
graduate and undergraduate students have gained
hands-on experience with it. However, it has become
outdated after more than 20 years of continuous
service. The Department has been trying to get a
new instrument in the last few years, and the NSF
MRI program recently funded our proposal (P.I. is Dr.
Du) for a new NMR spectrometer. Due to the high
cost and the required high matching fund from UND,
the approved budget is for a 400 MHz Bruker NMR
spectrometer equipped with a Prodigy Cryoprobe,
which has a higher sensitivity than the standard probe
we currently have. Furthermore, the advance in pulse
programming and the new software would provide a
more efficient user experience. We look forward to the
acquisition and installation of the new instrument in the
coming year.
NSF ADVANCE GRANT
By way of a major National Science Foundation grant,
the University of North Dakota and specifically the
Chemistry Department has the opportunity to advance
and contribute to ongoing research around matters of
inclusion, diversity and equity in academia.
As a team of researchers at UND conducts a selfassessment of faculty, programs and departments
with ties to science, technology, engineering and math

(STEM), they’ll be finding ways to not only improve
the career experiences of faculty members at UND but
potentially for professors and instructors nationwide.
UND was one of only a small number of institutions
across the country recently selected for the NSF
ADVANCE Program’s “Catalyst” track. With a goal
of creating a more diverse and capable science and
engineering workforce, the ADVANCE Program’s four
grant-funding tracks aim to create evidence-based
systemic changes that promote equity for STEM
faculty.
For the next two years, an NSF grant for about
$275,000 will fund UND’s project under the name
“ADVANCE Catalyst: Improving Gender and ForeignBorn Equity among STEM Faculty at the University of
North Dakota.” Dr. Julia Zhao is a Co-PI of the grant.
FOUR UND CHEMISTRY FACULTY MEMBERS
ARE RESEARCH PARTICIPANTS ON THE NEWLY
FUNDED NSF EPSCOR RII TRACK-1 AWARD
The National Science Foundation (NSF) awarded
(starting July 1, 2020) a new five-year competitive
research infrastructure improvement (RII) Track-1
cooperative agreement totaling $20 million to
ND EPSCoR jurisdiction and all 10 participating
institutions. The award’s title is New Discoveries in the
Advanced Interface of Computation, Engineering, and
Science (ND-ACES).
At UND, four chemistry faculty members, Drs. Jerome
Delhommelle, Guodong Du, Tao Yu, and Julia Zhao,
are research participants of this award. Among them,
Dr. Zhao is the co-Lead in the pillar of Material Designs
at Biointerfaces and Dr. Du participates in this material
pillar; Dr. Yu is the co-Lead in the pillar of Computation,
Machine Learning, and Predictive Modeling, and Dr.
Delhommelle participates in this pillar.
NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION SIMULATION
AND MACHINE LEARNING GRANT
Collaborative
research
grant
“CDS&E:D3SC:
Topology, Rare-event Simulation, and Machine
Learning as Routes to Predicting Molecular Crystal
Structures and Understanding Their Phase Behaviour”
led by Dr. Jerome Delhommelle is awarded for four
years to develop computational methods and software
to study molecular crystals at the level of $193,872
starting April 1, 2020.

CONTINUED

RESEARCH

CORNER

CONTINUED

MARVIN WINDOWS AND DOORS, INC., WOOD AGING STUDY BY PYROLYSIS PROJECT
The grant, led by Drs. Evguenii Kozliak and Alena Kubatova through continued partnership, focuses on
“Investigation of Wood Windows Aging Using Thermal Desorption Pyrolysis GC MS” at a level of $40,361. This
project aims to investigate the aging of window-treated corner sections exposed to harsh environmental conditions
using the elaborate modification of TD-Pyr-GC-MS developed by Dr. Kubatova for chemical characterization of
wood matrix and occurrence of wood preservatives.
ND CORN UTILIZATION COUNCIL GRANTS
Dr. Guodong Du has received support to investigate “Self-Healing and Recyclable Polymeric Materials from Corn
Sugars.” The support is in the amount of $25,248 from July 1, 2020-June 30, 2021.
Dr. Wayne Seames (Chemical Engineering), in collaboration with Dr. Kubatova (Chemistry), has received
funding ($79,000) for the project “Conversion of Corn-Stover Derived Lignin.” This project aims to fragment lignin,
advance lignin fragment analytical methods, and use those methods to help define what the lignin fragments are
and their potential uses.
ENVIRONMENTAL CORE (E.C.) OF ND INBRE PROGRAM RECEIVED RENEWED SUPPORT
The E.C. facility, lead by Dr. David Pierce, is continuing its program with an award of $593,000 for 5 years. Dr.
Pierce developed a method for ultra-trace determination of selenium without signal calibration. This technology
employed a flow-through electrochemical method that could accurately determine SeIV concentrations in water
samples to part-per-trillion levels. The example of an ongoing project is to determine if rare earth elements can
be economically extracted from fracking water obtained from oil production in the Bakken area of N.D.

INFRASTRUCTURE SUPPORT

ALUMNI, A&S & UND
The Chemistry Department is grateful to Alumni,
A&S College and UND for infrastructure support
enabling effective research and teaching
upgrades. These lead to setting up a generator
and backup UPS for major instrumentation,
updating a computer lab with new computers,
and updating the welcome area. The funding
enabled summer support of graduate students
through Abbott research awards as well GSA
positions for stockroom and office support. One
of the recent publications of Mark Hoffmann
was supported through the Bostrom Memorial
Endowment.

Drs. Kubatova and Kozliak collaborate on several projects.

UNDERGR A D U AT E
& GRA DUAT E

STUDENT
AWARDS

NSF S-STEM Scholarship
Jordyn Berg, Briana Krupinsky, Yuliet Monatukwa,
Annika Bastian, and Kaitlyn Lewis
Dr. Walter H. Moran Memorial Scholarships
Kyler Bordwell, Olivia Burke, Camryn Hoffarth,
Callie Maszk, Sarah Sattar, Gabrielle Tierney,
Yuliet Monatukwa, Rachel Reichow, Mya Shorter
and Robert Sickels
Dr. Richard Frank and Mary Margaret
French Scholarships
Brenna Hanson, Ronak Kumar, and Andrew
Simons
Dr. Harold W. Haugan and Dr. Ben G.
Gustafson Scholarships
Briana Krupinsky

Sarah Reagan, Sandy
Syn, Hannah Han, Dr. Julia
Zhao and Shuyi He

Purna Chandra
Rao Vasireddy

Roy and Ann Multhaup Memorial Scholarship
Jordyn Berg
Great River Energy Award
Sean Glahost
UND Foundation/Robert O.
& Marcia B. Kelly Award
Sun Wen
Dr. Roland G. Severson Graduate
Research Scholarship
Purna Chandra Rao Vasireddy and Rahul Shahni
Dr. Ernest & Jennie Coon Chemistry
Teaching Award
Audrey LaVallie
Abbott Summer Graduate Research Awards
Houssein Amjaour and Purna Chandra Rao
Vasireddy
2021 ACS Outreach Volunteers
of the Year award
Sarah Reagan
ND Academy of Sciences Annual
Meeting Awards
Wen Sun, Hannah Han, Sandy Sun, Sarah
Reagan and Shuyi He

UND President Andy
Armacost and Wen Sun

The Chemistry Depratment greatly appreciates all
donations that allow us to educate students and award
outstanding graudate and undergraduate Chemistry
students with scholarships and funding support.
Please consider making a gift to the department and
be a difference-maker for students in Chemistry
programs at the University of North Dakota. Your gift
will help provide a great learning environment and a
distinctive student experience at an affordable cost for
our students.
Gifts are welcomed online at UNDalumni.org/Chemistry
or checks can be made payable to the UND Foundation
and sent to the following address: UND Foundation,
3501 University Ave, Stop 8157, Grand Forks, ND
58202-8157. Questions about gifts to the Department
may be directed to Department Chair, Dr. Kubatova at
701.777.0348. Thank You!

C O N G RAT U L AT I O N S

FACULTY & STAFF AWARDS
Dr. Julia Zhao Received
the 2020 UND Foundation/
McDermott Faculty Award

Dr. David Pierce received
the 2020 Itterman Faculty
Professional Award.

Ms. Kim Myrum, the Chemistry
Department Administrative Assistant,
received the UND U Shine Award.

Shaina Mattingly won
the UND Foundation/
Lydia & Arthur Saiki
Faculty Award in 2020

CONGRAT U L AT I O N S

NEW
CHEMISTRY
ALUMNI
Fall 2019
•
•
•
•
•
•

Liu, Xiao, PhD
Vijjamarri, Srikanth, PhD
Griesgraber, Kristina, BS
Rios Diaz, Alexandra, BS
Ross, Rachel Mary, BS
Ryan, Ken Patrick, BS

Spring 2020
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Musongong, Joseph, PhD
Dahlen, Noah, BS
Johnson, Nicholis, BS
Meyer, Brooke, MS
Perry, Sierra, BS
Roman, McKenzie, BS
Walker, Keely Marie, BS

Fall 2020

• Peterson, Janene, BS
• Reishus, Kelly, BS

Spring 2021
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Berg, Jordin, BS
Dossou Gouchola, Sena, BS
Hanson, Brenna, BS
Lagein, Benjamin, BS
Owings, Harrison, BS
Reichow, Rachel, BS
Roman, McKenzie, MS

Summer 2021

• Han Juan, PhD
• Audrey LaVallie, PhD
• Rahul Shahni, PhD

WE’D LOVE TO HEAR
FROM YOU!

Stay in Touch!
701.777.2741 | UND.cheminfo@UND.edu
arts-sciences.UND.edu/chemistry

Alumni are invited
to share updates
and news for
future newsletters.
Photos are always a
welcome addition!
Please include your
program and year of
graduation.

Find us on Facebook!
@UNDChemistry

Department of Chemistry
151 Cornell Street Stop 9024
Grand Forks ND 58202-9024

